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What is high-stakes writing?

Peter Elbow describes high-stakes writing as “demonstrated learning.” While 
low-stakes writing is an opportunity for students to learn through writing, 
high-stakes writing is a chance for students to show what they’ve learned. 

Elbow describes the role and reception of high-stakes writing in a course: 
“We cannot give fair course grades unless we get a valid sense of how much students 
have learned and understood. For this, we need high stakes writing. The stakes are 
high because it needs to be good and it bears directly on the course grade. But most 
[instructors] are not trained [to teach writing] and will understandably feel some 
apprehension about high stakes writing: especially about devising topics, 
commenting, and grading. The stakes are high for teachers as well as students.”

Part 1

http://peterelbow.com/articles.html


● Analyze your course learning goals to determine what demonstrated 
learning should appear in the HSW assignment

○ What topics, methods, or theories should students demonstrate 

competency or mastery in? 

○ What mechanics in the field should students demonstrate competency 

or mastery in?

Using learning goals to design HSW
Part 1



● What written documents are most prevalent in your field?

● What genre would provide students with the greatest opportunity to 
present what they’ve learned?

For example, an economics student might not benefit from writing a term paper on a 
single economic theory. Such an assignment will only demonstrate one or a few 
aspects of what the student learned in the class. The student might instead benefit 
from writing a series of memos in response to real-world economic developments that 
have arisen over the course of the semester. The student may write these memos 
throughout the semester, revise them, and submit them as a portfolio. This HSW 
genre will ultimately be more applicable to the student’s field. 

Choosing a HSW genre
Part 1



Examples of innovative HSW genres

● Multimodal project incorporating 
visual or aural elements

● Creative writing projects
○ Rewriting a text from a new perspective

○ Explaining a theory or concept through 

analogy or extended metaphor

○ Imagining the experience of another 

person and describing it through poetry 

or prose

● Reflection papers

● A [subject] autobiography, in which 
students recount their experiences 
with [subject] 

● Profile or ethnography on someone 
or some group in the field

● Extended dialogue between 
authors/texts/central figures

● Micro-theme papers

Summarized from John Bean, Engaging Ideas, chapter 6. 
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● Using backward design, scaffold the HSW assignment so that students have 

enough time to work on it and understand the process of writing HSW 

assignments.

● Backward design:
○ Learning goals —> HSW assignment goals —> HSW assignment sheet 

—> LSW focused on one aspect of HSW (try including multiple LSW)

● What students see:
○ Receive HSW assignment sheet —> LSW:  in-class activity —> LSW: 

freewriting activity —> LSW: thesis development activity —> HSW first 

draft —> LSW in-class activity —> HSW final draft

Scaffolding HSW
Part 1



Designing HSW assignment sheets

● RAFT 
○ Role (or purpose)
○ Audience
○ Format (or genre)
○ Task 

● TIP 
○ Task as
○ Intriguing 
○ Problem 

● For more on RAFT and TIP, see Bean’s 
explanation on pages 97-100 of 
Engaging Ideas, chapter 6. 

Part 2

Each HSW assignment sheet should disclose the 

role of the student as they engage in this writing 

(their purpose), to whom they are writing, the 

format or genre in which they are writing and its 

relevant conventions, and the task. Ideally, the 

task will be presented as an intriguing problem for 

the student to address or solve. Engaging students 

in problem-based learning means they have a clear 

goal in their writing, and they get experience 

solving problems in their chosen field. 

How much are you assessing the writing itself as 

opposed to the demonstrated mastery of 

material/skills? 



HSW assignment 
sheet examples

Compare and contrast the 

assignment sheets here and on 

the next slide.

From John Bean’s Engaging Ideas, chapter 6. 



HSW assignment 
sheet examples

Which options appeal most to 

you? Why?

Which options would be 

best-suited for your students?

In these examples, is there 

opportunity to combine multiple 

options to make a scaffolded 

assignment?

From John Bean’s Engaging Ideas, chapter 6. 



HSW assignment 
sheet examples

What is effective about this 

assignment sheet?

Which aspects of this sheet can 

you apply to your own assignment 

sheets?

What would you change about 

this assignment sheet?

From John Bean’s Engaging Ideas, chapter 6. 



Evaluating HSW

“Students are given a list of all the course 
activities that the teacher thinks are 
important sources of learning, and students 
are guaranteed a course grade of B if they 
simply perform them all with good faith or 
decent effort…. The teacher gives normal 
feedback on all these activities where it’s 
appropriate...but for the grade of B, 
judgments of quality are irrelevant. This 
system tends to get more students to do the 
work yet gives them a large foundation of 
safety; it reduces the degree of 
adversarialness in grading. Yet judgments of 
quality come into play for grades higher 
than a B.” 

(Peter Elbow, “How to Enchance…”)

Grading contract

Ideally an instructor will use a 
combination of these three 
evaluation forms, but perhaps most 
helpful to the student will be 
feedback. 

Using a rubric can prompt feedback, 
asking you to elaborate on why the 
student earned that level of credit. 

Avoid giving feedback that is based on 
preference in favor of feedback that 
speaks to more objective strengths 
and weaknesses in writing (a rubric 
will help avoid this). 

Feedback

A rubric can be a helpful description 
of what a “good” assignment will look 
like. A good rubric, therefore, must 
clearly outline what is expected of the 
student/what mastery should be 
demonstrated in the assignment. 

What generic masteries will you 
evaluate in the assignment? 

What task-specific masteries will you 
evaluate? 

Rubric

Part 3
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